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Abstract 
The finite classical transportation problem is extended to an infinite one having a countable 
number of origins and destinations. The approach taken is essentially discrete and requires no 
compactness, measure theoretic, or metric properties of any of its constructions. Duality results 
are presented for the infinite transportation problem extension and its dual, as well as for two of 
the relaxations. A constructive approximation procedure is given for obtaining program values 
arbitrarily close to the infinite program values of the extension. 
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1. Introduction 
There are two major ways of extending the following classical finite transportation 
problem to infinite dimensions: 
n n 
Minimize 
subject to Xij 2 0, 
j$l xij = ai and i$t xij = bj 
for all i,j. Here ai, bj and cij are non-negative real numbers satisfying the feasibility 
condition 
” n 
& ai = jzl bi < * f 
*Corresponding author. 
(1.1) 
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By far the largest number of papers have taken what has been termed a “measure 
theoretic” approach, which usually begins by defining a measure space E on 
a compact set F. F is the product of a “source” and “destination” space and 
an element of E represents a particular pattern of transportation between the 
two. This procedure also involves defining a metric on F which plays a keyrole 
in determining an appropriate norm on the dual space E* of E. The details of 
this approach can be found in Kantorovitch and Rubinstein [6]. Their results 
provide an appropriate pairing of linear spaces for infinite linear programming, 
which is compatible with the topologies. One may then develop infinite linear 
programming results that apply to infinite transportation problems and its two 
“relaxations” in this setting (see [7,8, 11-151). These two relaxed transportation 
problems will be studied in this paper as a continuation of Kortanek and Yamasaki 
c91. 
Almost without exception this approach to transportation problem extensions 
employs underlying compact sets, and measure theoretic, metric, or boundedness 
conditions on the cost functions themselves. As briefly described, the duality setting 
and pairing stem from these structures of continuum analysis. 
In this paper we develop an infinite extension of the finite transportation problem 
as a next level of extension of the finite classical transportation problem. We relin- 
quish the need for ingenious definitions about how to measure the distance between 
two measures, and the need for compactness and boundedness of the cost functions. 
Our approach is a discrete one, and the underlying set is simply the set of positive 
integers, which notationally corresponds to replacing the finite “n” in the above LP 
formulation with “ + cc “. 
Our pairings are L, - L, based, recognizing that a strong dual arises from the 
standard fact that (L,)* = L,. A common technique that we use to obtain perfect 
duality (i.e., primal value = dual value) is to show that a crucial “extended moment 
cone” set of Kretschmer [l l] is closed. In fact, that result is the principal achievement 
of Section 2 below. 
In Section 3 we devote a constructive way of approximating the infinite transporta- 
tion problem by a finite one of the form given above, and we show that the procedure 
converges to an optimal solution to the infinite transportation problem. 
In Section 4 we turn to the discrete formulation of the related Kantorovitch [S], 
I/-problem (in our earlier notation [9]) and the Kretschmer [l l] N-problem, which 
we used to study Kantorovitch’s V-problem itself. Various results are obtained by 
successively imposing more restrictive, metric-like conditions on the cost function 
c(ij), with the highlight being coincidence of all three program values and all of their 
dual values. 
For the purposes of exposition we have imposed the boundedness of the cost 
function c throughout Sections 224. Then, in Section 5 we develop the analogous 
result for the infinite discrete transportation problem and its two relaxations, for the 
case that the cost function c is unbounded. Finally, we present our conclusion in 
Section 6. 
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2. A duality theorem 
Given positive numbers ai, bj and cij, our infinite discrete transportation problem is 
to minimize the objective function 
f f CijXij 
i=l j=l 
subject to Xij 2 0, 
f xij = aj and f Xij = bi 
i=l 
for all i, j. 
j= 1 
To formulate our discrete transportation problem as an infinite program on paired 
spaces, we introduce some notations. 
Let J be the set of positive integers and 5’ = J x J. Denote by L(J) the set of all 
real-valued functions on J and put 
L+(J) = {fc L(J);f>, 0 on J}, 
L,(J) = {f~ L(J);fis bounded}, 
L,(J) = 1.f~ L(J); Cj,J If( j)l < ~0 }, 
L:(J)= L,(J)nL+(J), L:(J) = L,(J)nL+(J). 
The meaning of L(J’), L1(J2), L,(J’) etc., will be clear. 
Notice that L,(J) and L,(J) are real linear spaces which are in duality with respect 
to the bilinear functional (,) defined by 
for a E L1 (J) and g E L,(J). For a subset B of J and CI E L1 (J), we write, for simplicity, 
a(B) = c a(j). 
joB 
The real linear spaces L1(J2) and L,(J2) are in duality with respect to the bilinear 
functional (( , ))1 defined by 
((v,h)h = C W,jMi,j) 
(i,j)EP 
for v E L1(J2) and h E L,(J2). 
Let Z = L1 (J) x L1 (J) and W = L,(J) x L,(J). Then Z and W are real linear 
spaces which are in duality with respect to the bilinear functional (( , ))z defined by 
(((Et P)? (f, cd))2 = <f&f> + a 9) 
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for (~1, /?) E 2 and (A g) E W. Let R be the set of all real numbers and R+ be the set of all 
non-negative real numbers. 
Let A be the linear transformation from L,(.J’) into Z defined by Av = (vl, vz): 
vi(i) := 1 v(i,j) = v({i} xJ), 
jeJ 
Q(j) := 1 v&j) = v(J x {j}). 
jd 
Let (pi, ,u2) E L:(J) x L:(J) t Z be a fixed element defined by 
PI(i) = ai and pz(j) = bj 
for all i,j E J. Motivated by (1.1) we assume throughout that p1 (J) = ,u2(J). Let c be 
a fixed element of L+(.I’) defined by 
c(i, j) = Cij 
for (i,j) E J2. We assume, except in Section 5, that c is bounded, i.e., c E Li(J’). 
Now our discrete transportation problem can be written as follows: 
(I) Find A4 = inf{(( , )) v c 1; v E S}, where S = {v E L:(J’); Av = (,uI ,p,)}. 
According to the formulation of the dual problem due to Duffin and Kretschmer (cf. 
[3, ll]), we obtain the following dual problem: 
(I*) Find M* =sup{(((~i,~~),(f,g)))2; (1;g)~S*}, where S* = {(Jg)E&(J)‘; 
c - A*(f, 9) E L:(J’)}. 
Notice that the adjoint A* of A is given by 
(A*(f, g))(kj) =_&) + s(j) 
for (i,j) E J2 and (f; g) E W. Therefore, we have 
S* = {(Xg) E L,(J)‘;f(i) + g(j) < c(i,j) for all i,j E .I}. 
At several places in some proofs in this paper, the process of selecting subsequences 
having certain convergence properties is based on the Helly selection principle; see 
[4, Theorem 4, p. 743. For convenience, we shall simply use “[4]” to denote an 
application of this principle. 
We have the following duality theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Problems (I) and (I*) have the same value and Problem (I) has an optimal 
solution. 
Proof. Notice that (0,O) E S* and that the function p E L: (J2) defined by 
I = hGh2(A/h(J) 
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is a feasible solution of Problem (I). Therefore, 0 < M* < M < co, where the second 
inequality follows from standard weak duality theorem for these problems. To prove 
the converse inequality, we apply a well-known general duality theorem [l 11. The key 
step is to show the set 
H = {(Av,r + ((v,c))~); v E L:(J’),r E R+} 
is closed with respect to the weak topology w(Z x R, W x R) which is compatible with 
the duality. Since H is convex, it is enough to verify that H is closed with respect to the 
Mackey topology s(Z x R, Wx R) on Z x R. Now Z x R is a Banach space with 
respect to the norm II(z,r)II = CjEJIcc(j)l + CjEJIfl(j)l + Irl for z = (u,/~)EZ and 
r E R. Since W x R is the strong dual of Z x R, we see that s(Z x R, W x R) coincides 
with the topology of Z x R induced by the norm (cf. [2]). Let {(z,, r,)} be a sequence 
in H which s(Z x R, W x R)-converges to (z, r) E Z x R. Put z = (vi, v2). Then there 
exists v(“) E L: (J2) such that 
z, = Ai&“) = (v (i”‘,vt’) and ((v’“‘,c))~ < r,. 
Notice that vr’ and vk belong to L:(J) and 
;b;‘(i) - v,(i)1 + o 
as n --+ cc for k = 1,2. By the relation 
(2.1) 
v'"'(i,j) < C v?‘(i) = v?)(J) 
isJ 
and (2.1), we may assume [4] that { v(“)(i, j)} converges pointwise to V(i, j) as n + co. Then 
vi(i) = C V(i,j) < liminf 1 v(“)(i, j) 
jeJ “-*CC jsf 
= lim v’“‘(i) = VI(i) 1 7 (2.2) 
n+m 
and similarly, i2(j) < v2( j). Therefore V E tj’ (J2). For any E > 0, we can find no and 
a finite subset F of J such that 
C v2(j) < E and C (v!$(j) - vz(j)) < E 
jd -F jsJ-F 
for all n 3 no by (2.1). We have 
v?)(i) = 2 v(")(i, j)+ C P(i,j) 
jsF j&-F 
d 1 v(“)(i, j) + C vy)( j) 
jeF jeJ-F 
< 1 v(“)(i, j) + 2.5 
jeF 
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for all n > no, so that 
vr(i) = lim v?‘(i) < 1 V(i,j) + 2~ d VI(i) + 2.5. 
n-t’x jsF 
By the arbitrariness of E, we have vi(i) d VI(i) and hence vi(i) = VI(i). Similarly, 
v2(j) = v2(j), so that z = AV and 
((V, c))r < lim inf ((v@), c)) < lim r, = r. 
n-+a, n+oO 
Therefore, (z, r) E H and H is s(Z x R, Wx R)-closed. 0 
Theorem 2.2. Problem (I*) has an optimal solution. 
Proof. For each n, there exists a sequence {un, g,,)} of feasible solutions of Problem 
(I*) such that 
<ccl A> + (clz, gn> > M* - lln. 
Let us put s = sup{c(i,j); i,j E J} < cc. Then 
sup(fn(i); i E J} + sup{g,( j); j E J} < s. 
There exist numbers st and s.’ such that s,’ + s.’ = s and 
sup{fn(i); iEJ} d s,’ and sup{g,( j); j E Jj B sl 
Now we consider the functions defined by 
fn*(i) = max{fn(i) - s,’ + s, - 
g,*(j) = max(g,( j) - s,2, - s}. 
Then (f?, gz) is a feasible solution 
s>y 
of Problem (I*) and 
By our construction, - sdfz(i)dsand -s,<g,*(j)<Oforalli,jEJ. Wemay 
assume [4] that {f.*} and {g.*} converge pointwise tof* and g*, respectively. Clearly, 
If*(i)1 < s, Is*(j)1 G s and 
f*(i) + g*(j) d c(i,j) 
for all i,j E J. Namely, (f*, g*) is a feasible solution of Problem (I*). We show that 
(pr ,fz) + (,~i ,f*) as n --t co. For any E > 0, there exists a finite subset F of J such 
that ,u~(J - F) < E. Since {f?} converges pointwise to f*, we can find no such that 
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If:(i) -f*(i)\ < E for all n 2 no and i E F. We have 
I<~~,fn*> - (k,f*>l d 1 ~~Wfn*(4 -f*(i)1 + C k(iNlf,*G)l + If*(Ol) 
jeF jeJ-F 
< EpI(F)+ 2% 
for all n 3 no. Similarly, (I*~, gz> + (p2, g*> as n + co . It follows that 
Therefore, (f*, g*) is an optimal solution of Problem (I*). 0 
3. Approximation with finite transportation problems 
In order to approximate our infinite transportation problem by a sequence of finite 
transportation problems, let {J,,} be a sequence of finite subsets of J such that 
J, c J,+ 1 and J = u,“= 1 J, and choose a sequence {tn} in J such that t, E J - J,. Put 
I, = J, u it,,> and define &’ E L(J) (k = 1,2) by 
pp’(i) = pk(i) if i E J,, 
d.!)(tn) = ~tc(J - Jnk 
&‘)(i)=O ifiEJ--II,. 
Clearly, we have ,u(;) (J) = &j(J). 
Let us consider the following finite transportation problem: 
(I)” Find M, = inf{Ci,jsr, c(i,j)v(i,j); v E S(M,)}, where S(M,) = {v E L+(Ii); 
Av = (pL(;), ut)) on I,‘). 
If v is a feasible solution of Problem (I),, then the extension of v to 5’ by 0 satisfies 
Av = (&‘, pL(;)) on 5’ and the value of the objective function does not change. On the 
other hand, if Av = (&‘I, pL(;)) and v E L:(J’), then the restriction to I,’ is a feasible 
solution of Problem (I)n. Thus, (I)” can be written as follows: 
M, = inf{((v,c))i; v E S,}, 
where s, = {v E L: (J2); Av = (p’;), pi”‘)}. 
We shall prove a limit theorem. 
(3.1) 
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Theorem 3.1. The sequence (M,} of values of Problems (I), converges to the value of 
Problem (I). 
Proof. Let v E S be an optimal solution to Problem (I). For any E > 0, there exists no 
such that v(Jz - J,“) c E for all n 2 no. Define V(“) E L:(.i’) by 
V(“)(i,j) = v&j) for (i, j) E J,‘, 
P(i, t.) = v( (i} x (J - J,)) for i E J,, 
F(t,,j) = v((J - J,) x { j}) for j E J,, 
P(t t ) = v((J - J “9 n n ) x (J - J )) n 7 
P(i,j) = 0 for (i,j) E 5’ - I,“. 
Then A@‘) = (&r, &‘)). Since c E LL(J’), fi := sup{ c(i,j); i,j E J} < co . It follows that 
M, < ((*‘, c))i 
WiJ) 
i,jeJ2-Jz 
< M + /lv(J’ - J.“) 
-CM+/?& 
for all n 2 no. Therefore, lim SUP~_+~ M, < M. 
We prove the converse inequality. There exists v(“) E & such that ((v(“), c))r = M, by 
Theorem 2.1. Define Q(“) E L:(J’) by 
V”‘(i,j) = v(“)(i,j) for (i,j) E 51, 
v^‘“‘(i,j) = pL(i)v(‘)(t.,j)/pl(J - J,) for (i,j) E (J - J,) x J,, 
9(&j) = p2( j)v(“)(i, t.)/pz(J - J,) for (i,j) E J, x (J - J,), 
v*‘“Vkj) = h(i)~2(j)vYt., W(k(J - Jh2V - JAI 
for (i,j) E (J - J,) x (J - J,). 
Then O(“) is feasible for Problem (I). Hence, ((Q(“), c))~ > M. Since O(“) and v(“) differ 
only outside Ji, we have 
M - M, G ((d”), c))l - ((d”), c))l 
= ((4”) - O’“‘, C))l 
as n4 00, so that M < liminf,,, M,. 0 
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The finite linear programming dual problem of (3.1) is as follows: 
M,* = suP{G&v) + <h?,s>; MS) ES*w,*))? 
where S*(M,*) = {(A g) E L(I,,)‘;f(i) + g(j) < c(i, j) on 1:). 
We obtain the following result by Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 and the perfect duality 
theorem for finite linear programming. 
Corollary 3.1. lim,,, MX = M*. 
4. Relaxed discrete transportation problems 
A discrete version of the relaxed transportation problem due to Kretschmer [l l] 
and its dual problem can be expressed as follows: 
(II) Find N = inf{((v + ~1, c))i; (v, c() E S(N)}, where S(N) = {(v,tl) E L: (5’)‘; 
Av - Aa = (PI,cLI)}. 
(II*) Find N* = sup(((h, ~~1, (f, g))L; (f, g) E S*W*)}, where S*(N*) = 
{(A 9) E L,(.V; If(i) + s(j)1 -S 4J) on J’}. 
Similarly, we formulate a discrete version of the problem due to Kantorovitch and 
Rubinstein [7] and its dual problem in the following form. 
(III) Find V = inf{ ((v, c)) ,;vES(V)J,whereS(V)={ vEL:(.P);v,-v,=p,-p, 
with Av = (vi, v2)}. 
(III*) Find P = sup{(pi - ~~,f); fo S*(P)}, where S*(P) = {f~ L,(J); 
f(i) -f(j) < c(Q) on J’}. 
The basic purpose of this section is to study the key relationships between these 
problems as in Kortanek and Yamasaki [9] for a finite case. 
By definition, the following relations hold: 
V*<V<M, (4.1) 
N* d N < M. (4.2) 
By the same reasoning as in [9, Lemma 11, we obtain 
Lemma 4.1. The inequality V < N holds if c satisfies the following condition: 
(Cl) c(i,j) = c(j, i) for all i,j E J. 
Theorem 4.1. The inequality N = V holds if condition (Cl) and the following condition 
are fulfilled: 
(C2) c(i, i) = 0 for all i E .I. 
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Proof. For any E > 0, there exists v E L:(J’) such that ((v, c))i < V + E and 
v1(4 - vz(i) = Pi(i) - P2(4 with Av = (Vi) v2). Therefore, Vi(i) + /42(i) = 
v2(i) + pi(i) = di > 0. Let US define v*,c(* E L:(J’) by 
V*(i, i) = di for i E J, 
v*(i,j) = 0 otherwise, 
tx*(i, j) = v(j, i) for (i, j) E J2. 
Then Av* - AM* = (pi, pz) by our construction and 
N 6 ((v* + c(*,c)), = ((v,c)), < I’+ E 
by conditions (Cl) and (C2). 0 
Theorem 4.2. The equality v* = N* holds if conditions (Cl) and (C2) are fulfilled. 
Proof. If (J g) E S*(N*), then g(i) = -f(i) by condition (C2), so f~ S*(V*) and 
N* < v*. On the other hand, let f~ S*(V). Then f(i) -f(j) < c(i, j) on J2. By 
condition (Cl), we have 
f(j) -f(i) d co’, i) = c(i, j). 
Taking g(i) = --f(i), we see that (f, g) E S*(N*) and V* < N*. 0 
Similarly to Problem (I),,, we consider the following problem. 
(II),, N, = inf(((v + ct,c))i; (v, ~1) E S(N,)}, where S(N,) = {(v, CI) E L:(Jz)2; Av - Aol 
= (p(f), ,uy’), v = CL = 0 on Jz - I:}. 
Notice that this is essentially a relaxed finite transportation problem. 
Lemma 4.2. lim SUP”_~ N, < N holds. 
Proof. For any E > 0, there is (v, CI) E S(N) such that ((v + u, c))i < N + E. By choos- 
ing no large, we see that 
v(J2 - 51) + a(J2 - 51) < & 
for all n 2 no. For v and CI, define V(“) and E(“) . m the same way as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. Then (V(“), t?(“)) E S(N,) and the rest of the proof can be carried out 
similarly. ??
Theorem 4.3. The equality M = N holds if the following condition is jiiljilled: 
(C3) c&j) d c(i 4) + c(p,j) + c(p, 4) 
for all i, j, p, q E J. 
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Proof. It follows from [9, Theorem 21 that M, = N, for all n. By Theorem 3.1 and 
Lemma 4.2, we see that 
M= lim M,=limsupN,<N, 
n-dc n-oO 
and hence M = N. 0 
Recall that conditions (Cl)-(C3) hold if and only if the function c is a pseudo- 
metric, i.e., c satisfies conditions (Cl) and (C2) and the following condition (triangular 
inequality): 
(C4) c(i,j) d c(i, k) + c(k, j) 
for all i, j, k E J. 
As an application of the above observation, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. Assume that c satisfies conditions (C2) and (C3). Then N = N* holds and 
Problem (II*) has an optimal solution. 
Proof. Let us consider the following dual problem of Problem (II),: 
(II*), Find N,* = sup((,@’ - &),f); .f~ S*(N,*)}, where S*(N,*) = 1.f~ L,(I,,); 
If(i) -f(j)1 d c(d) on 13. 
Since Problems (II), and (II*), are finite linear programs, N, = N,* holds and there 
exists an optimal solutionf, of Problem (II*)“. Denote byj, again the extension 0f.f” 
onto J byf;, = 0 on J - I,. Let fi = sup{c(i,j); i,j E J} and put gn =fH -fn(io) for some 
i0 E I,. Then gn(io) = 0 and lg,,(i)l 6 fi for all i E J and n. Notice that gn E S*(N,*) and 
N,* = (p,:n) _ (n) pL2 , g,), since py’(J) = &j(J). By choosing a subsequence if necessary 
[4], we may assume that {gn} converges pointwise to g E L,(J). Clearly, g E S*(N*). 
For any E > 0, there exists n, such that pk(J - J,) < E for all n 2 n, and k = 1,2. Put 
F = J,,. There exists n, ( >, no) such that IS”(i) - g(i)1 < E for all n > n, and i E F. By 
[9, Theorem 21, we have 
= iz l&G) - bG)lgnG) + i,EF C&W - &)(i)lsn(4 
for all n > nl, so that by Theorems 3.1 and 4.3, 
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Since E is arbitrary, we obtain 
N G (~1 - pz,g) G N*. 
Therefore, N = N* and g is an optimal solution of Problem (II*). 0 
Corollary 4.1. Zf c is a pseudo-metric, then M = N = V = v* = N* = M* and every 
problem has an optimal solution. 
Finally, we obtain a discrete version of a theorem of Kantorovitch (cf. [6]). 
Theorem 4.5. Assume that c is a pseudo-metric and that v* is a feasible solution of 
Problem (I). Then v* is an optimal solution of Problem (I) if and only tf there exists 
g E L,(J) such that 
(i) [g(i) - g(j)1 d c(i,j) for all (i, j) E 5’ and 
(ii) g(i) - g(j) = c(i, j) for all (i, j) E J2 such that v*(i, j) > 0. 
Proof. Let Av* = (pI, u2). If g E L,(J) satisfies (i) and (ii), then 
M < ((v*,c))I = <s/h - ~2) d N*. 
Since M = N* by the above corollary, v* is an optimal solution of Problem (I). 
On the other hand, assume that v* is an optimal solution of Problem (I). Since 
M = N* and Problem (II*) has an optimal solution g by Theorem 4.4, we see easily 
that (i) and (ii) hold. 0 
5. Unbounded cost functions 
So far we have only considered the case where the cost function c is bounded. We 
now consider the general case where c E L+(J2) is unbounded. Even in this case, 
Problems (I)-(III) and their dual problems (I*)-(III*) remain well-defined except that 
the objective functions of Problems (I)-(III) may take value + co, and there are small 
changes in their dual problems. To clarify the dependence of the values M, N, V, etc., 
on c, we write M(c), N(c), V(c), etc. 
We have the following results. 
Theorem 5.1. Let c E L’(.J’). Then Problems (I) and (I*) have the same value and 
Problem (I) has an optimal solution. 
Theorem 5.2. Assume that c satisfies conditions (C2) and (C3). Then M(c) = N(c) 
= N*(c). 
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Theorem 5.3. Assume that conditions (C2) and (C3) and the following condition are 
filjilled: 
(C5) There exists i,, E J such that C c(i, iO) [PI(i) + ,u2(i)] < m . 
is.l 
Then there exists an optimal solution of Problem (II*). 
Remark 5.1. Condition (C5) is a discrete version of condition (i) in [13, Theorem 11. 
Theorem 5.4. Assume that c is a pseudo-metric which is not bounded and satisjies 
condition (C5) and let v* be a feasible solution of Problem (I). Then v* is an optimal 
solution of Problem (I) if and only if there exists f * E L(J) such that 
(i) If*(i) -f*(j)] < c(i, j) for all (i, j) E J*; 
(ii) f*(i) -f*(j) = c(i, j) for all (i, j) E J2 such that v*(i, j) > 0; 
(iii) Ci,Jlf*(i)l L(i) + cL2Ml < 0-z. 
The basic construction in the proof is as follows. 
For every integer n, put 
c,(i, j) = min{c(i, j), n}. 
Then c, E LL(J2), c, < c,+ I < c and {c”} converges pointwise to c. Clearly, 
M(c,) d M(c,+,) < M(c) and N(G) d N(c,+i) f N(c). 
Our main tool is then the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. lim,,, M(c,) = M(c) holds. 
We refer to [lo] for the proofs of these results. 
6. Conclusions 
There is a large literature on the problem of extending the classical, finite number of 
origins and destinations to infinite dimensions. By far the most common approach is 
to use measure theoretic and function space constructions and formulations. Already 
this approach has appeared in text books such as Anderson and Nash [l], and there 
have been many applications in probability and statistics. 
In this approach one typically encounters a compactness assumption on the 
underlying set, together with measure theoretic, metric or boundedness conditions on 
the cost functions used. 
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Our approach is intrinsically a discrete one, although infinite. We employ no 
compactness assumption and only non-negativity on the cost functions, initially 
ignoring metric conditions altogether. In addition, our cost functions can be un- 
bounded. As mentioned earlier, some of our results have benefited from the approach 
of Kellerer [7], particularly Proposition 1.29 for our Theorem 3.1. However, our 
approach to duality is to perturb the measures pr and p2 while he perturbs the 
objective function c. Following Kellerer’s approach one could regard J as a space with 
the discrete topology so that the space of signed measures is L,(J) with the weak 
topology being defined on the set of all functions having finite support. It is not so 
obvious which topology to choose then which would give the space L(J) in our case. 
In this paper we have also examined the duality theoretic implications of imposing 
pseudo-metric type of conditions on the discrete cost functions. In the infinite discrete 
setting our comparisons were made between the value M (the discrete version of the 
finite transportation problem) and the value V (the discrete version of the original 
Kantorovitch formulation [S]) and the value N (the discrete version used by Kret- 
schmer [ll] to study the Kantorovitch problem). The principal result is that all of 
these values coincide, together with all of their dual values under the assumptions of 
(C2) and (C3). We know of no other results of this coincidence of values in a non- 
compact space or non-metric unbounded cost function case. 
Let us conclude with some comments about the construction of finite-dimensional 
transportation problems for the purpose of approximating the infinite one in both of 
these contexts, namely for a continuum and for a discrete set. 
An early approach for the former setting can be found in a 1974 unpublished 
manuscript by Yamasaki [16], where he partitioned the underlying compact set S into 
a finite union of Bore1 sets, or simply stated, a collection of a finite number of 
appropriate non-overlapping subsets of S. In this way, a finite classical transportation 
problem was obtained. Yamasaki also used his approximation procedure to prove 
perfect duality between the infinite program value M and its dual, when the cost 
function is a metric. 
But because of the choices involved over the continuum, as apparently are neces- 
sary, these approximation procedures are not constructive. By taking advantage of the 
discreteness of our formulations, our approximation procedure is constructive be- 
cause there always is a well-defined “next larger” approximation, and the rules are 
definite about how to construct it. Our procedure builds on the fact that the infinite 
discrete formulation is a next level of extension of any transportation problem having 
the same number of origins and destinations. 
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